Ultrasensitive recognition of AP sites in DNA at the single-cell level: one molecular rotor sequentially self-regulated to form multiple different stable conformations†
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The AP site is a primary form of DNA damage. Its presence alters the genetic structure and eventually causes malignant diseases. AP sites generally present a high-speed dynamic change in the DNA sequence. Thus, precisely recognizing AP sites is difficult, especially at the single-cell level. To address this issue, we provide a broad-spectrum strategy to design a group of molecular rotors, that is, a series of nonfluorescent 2-(4-vinylbenzylidene)malononitrile derivatives (BMN-Fluors), which constantly display molecular rotation in a free state. Interestingly, after activating the relevant specific-recognition reaction (i.e., hydrolysis reaction of benzylidenemalononitrile) only in the AP-site cavity within a short time (approximately 300 s), each of these molecules can be fixed into this cavity and can sequentially self-regulate to form different stable conformations in accordance with the cavity size. The different stable conformations possess various HOMO–LUMO energy gaps in their excited state. This condition enables the AP site to emit different fluorescence signals at various wavelengths. Given the different self-regulation abilities of the conformations, the series of molecules, BMN-Fluors, can emit different types of signals, including an “OFF–ON” single-channel signal, a “ratio” double-channel signal, and even a precise multichannel signal. Among the BMN-Fluors derivatives, d1-BMN can sequentially self-regulate to form five stable conformations, thereby resulting in the emission of a five-channel signal for different AP sites in situ. Thus, d1-BMN can be used as a probe to ultrasensitively recognize the AP site with precise fluorescent signals at the single-cell level. This design strategy can be generalized to develop additional single-channel to multichannel signal probes to recognize other specific sites in DNA sequences in living organisms.

Introduction

AP sites are specific sites with a hydrophobic cavity within a DNA sequence, having neither a purine nor pyrimidine bases.1,2 The AP site is a classic damage marker for a DNA sequence. It is caused mainly by reactive oxygen species (ROS) and occurs within tens of seconds in living organisms.2 The presence of AP sites can indicate the degree of DNA damage. Increasingly more serious DNA damage is signified by a large AP-site cavity.1,2 In addition, when DNA damage forms, the fast-changing AP site in DNA can cause many severe hazards for a living organism. For example, the AP site stalls genetic transcription, thereby leading to the loss of genetic integrity and further accelerating the progression of some diseases, such as cancer, Alzheimer’s disease and Parkinson’s disease.1,2 AP sites in mitochondrial DNA sequences are passed on to subsequent generations through maternal inheritance to cause many extremely serious genetic diseases.3–8 Thus, a new research focus to recognize and investigate such specific sites in living organisms must be determined.

AP sites possess a special structure and reactivities that can spontaneously induce some chemical reactions in living biological systems.9,10 Thus, developing active substrate molecules that can take part in the relevant chemical reactions induced by the AP site is immensely conducive for such site-specific recognition in a DNA sequence.11,12 To date, combined with nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) spectrometry,13,14 mass spectrometry15,16 and optical techniques,17–20 some substrate
molecules have been successfully implemented for quantifying AP sites in DNA.\textsuperscript{13–20} NMR spectrometry for detecting AP sites is characterized by highly selective signals. However, the sensitivity of signals is low.\textsuperscript{13,14} Other substrate molecules, under the condition of mass spectrometry, can emit a highly sensitive mass spectrometry signal but cannot in situ detect the AP sites in living cells.\textsuperscript{15,16} Still other substrate molecules with optical signals, such as UV-visible and fluorescence signals, only exhibit a single optical signal change at one wavelength.\textsuperscript{17–20} Thus, the stability of the recognition signal (especially fluorescence recognition signal) for the AP sites is relatively poor in living cells. Moreover, the response times are longer in these reported substrate molecules for AP sites than the formation time of the AP site. Thus, precisely detecting AP sites that appear with rapid and dynamic real-time change is extremely difficult in living cells, especially at the single-cell level. Moreover, these substrate molecules cannot recognize the differences in cavity size of the AP site and thus cannot provide feedback on the degree of DNA damage in real time. Furthermore, the stability of the recognition signal becomes difficult to eliminate. In addition, inherent interference from complex living organisms (e.g., pH, hydrophilicity and hydrophobicity) for the stability of the recognition signal becomes difficult to eliminate. Furthermore, the response times are longer in these reported substrate molecules for AP sites than the formation time of the AP site. Thus, precisely detecting AP sites that appear with rapid and dynamic real-time change is extremely difficult in living cells, especially at the single-cell level. Moreover, these substrate molecules cannot recognize the differences in cavity size of the AP site and thus cannot provide feedback on the degree of DNA damage in real time. Therefore, the current major challenge is to enhance the sensitivity and fidelity of recognition for AP sites, especially for differentiating the cavity sizes of AP sites at the single-cell level.\textsuperscript{21–23}

To enhance the recognition sensitivity and fidelity, inducing molecules to specifically generate a multichannel signal is an effective solution.\textsuperscript{24–26} Therefore, we constructed a series of 2-(4-vinylbenzylidene)malononitrile derivatives (BMN-Fluors), because BMN derivatives are typically chosen as the basic dye parent structure in the synthesis of chemosensors for nucleic acids. In addition, their spectra can be easily adjusted and are diverse.\textsuperscript{27,28} This series of BMN-Fluors, which are in constant rotation in a free state, can sequentially self-regulate their conformations to form different stable conformations when they encounter the AP site. BMN-Fluors can emit different types of signals, including an “OFF–ON” single-channel signal, a “ratio” double-channel signal, and even a precise multichannel signal. BMN-Fluors can ultrasensitively recognize AP sites with a high-fidelity multichannel signal at the single-cell level. This broad-spectrum molecular design strategy can be generalized to design additional probes, from single-channel probes to multichannel probes, to recognize specific sites in a DNA sequence in living organisms.

**Results and discussion**

**Design strategy of BMN-Fluors**

This work aimed to develop a series of molecular rotors for the ultrasensitive recognition of AP sites in DNA, with a high-fidelity signal at the single-cell level. In terms of molecular design, activating a specific recognition reaction and regulating the recognition signal (i.e., the energy release pathway of a molecular excited state) were selected as the key points.

---

**Fig. 1** Rational design of the BMN-Fluors molecules with different types of signals for the AP-site. (a) Commercial reagent molecule based on the colorimetric method. (b) Molecule based on the multiple channel fluorescence internal standard method. BMN-Fluors could be sequentially self-regulated to form multiple different stable conformations in the cavity of the AP site and to emit different types of signals with ultra-sensitivity and high fidelity.
Based on the new key points, we constructed a series of BMN-Fluors (Fig. 1 and Scheme S1†). The hydrolysis reaction of benzylidenemalononitrile derivatives was selected as the recognition reaction (Scheme S1†). Different numbers of the –ONH₂ group were introduced as the basic binding sites for the AP site. Given that the –ONH₂ group binds to the AP site, BMN-Fluors could be forced to steadily remain in the AP-site cavity. This process enables the AP site to activate the recognition reaction—specifically, the hydrolysis reaction of the BMN-Fluors (Scheme S1†). Then, to obtain a high-fidelity recognition signal, we introduced ethenyl as a linker of BMN-Fluors to self-regulate their conformations sequentially and thus form different stable states in the different cavity sizes of the AP sites. These different molecular stable conformations possess different HOMO–LUMO gaps, which enable the emission of different types of fluorescence signals. To extract the true and strong recognition signal further at the single-cell level, 3H-indole or 1H-benzo[d]imidazole derivative groups were introduced into molecules, considering that these derivative groups enable BMN-Fluors to target the AP site and effectively prevent additional damage to DNA.26 These groups can further enhance the hydrogen bonds between BMN-Fluors and the AP site. Thus, conformation stability in the same cavity of the AP site was ensured. Essentially, the presence of 3H-indole or 1H-benzo[d]imidazole derivative groups improved the intensity of recognition signal at the single-cell level by strengthening the molecular electronic push-and-pull system. The synthetic routes of BMN-Fluors and corresponding intermediate products are illustrated in Scheme S2.† By harnessing this design strategy, we aimed at BMN-Fluors to emit multichannel fluorescence signals in situ using the sequentially self-regulated molecule to form different stable conformations after specifically activating its hydrolysis reaction.21–22 BMN-Fluors could be further used as a site-specific probe to monitor the AP site and evaluate the DNA damage with ultrasensitivity and high fidelity at the single-cell level. The design strategy for molecules possessing the different types of signals is finally described. Based on this design strategy, we supposed that many molecules possessing the precise signal can be designed to ultrasensitively recognize specific sites in DNA.

Specific recognition of AP sites using different types of signals in PBS buffer

The specific recognition ability and recognition signal of BMN-Fluors for AP sites in DNA were investigated in PBS buffer (pH 7.4) at 37 °C. ROS was used to induce the generation of AP sites in DNA, in accordance with the previously reported method.23 Furthermore, the amount of AP sites in DNA was detected using an AP-site counting kit (Dojindo, Japan, ESI†).

d1-BMN in all the molecules (BMN-Fluors) is a typical multichannel signal-emitting molecule used to explain the recognition behavior and signal for AP sites in PBS buffer. In the absence of AP sites, the experiment results showed that d1-BMN (3.0 μM, λex = 400 nm, ε = 1.5 × 10⁵ M⁻¹ cm⁻¹) emits an extremely low signal (Fig. 2a, ΦF = 0.021) at its maximum emission wavelength of 605 nm in PBS buffer. d1-BMN exhibited a unique spectral change when it encountered different AP sites in the DNA. Within the first few seconds of this process, d1-BMN immediately emitted a strong signal at 605 nm, and its fluorescence quantum yield increased to 0.66 (31.4-fold, Table S1† and Fig. 2a). However, fluorescence signal intensity at 605 nm decreased after approximately 300 seconds (Fig. 2b). In addition, a new relevant signal was emitted at different wavelengths when d1-BMN encountered various amounts of AP sites. Fig. 2a shows that new signals appeared, in turn, at 414 nm (Φ = 0.93), 441 nm (Φ = 0.88), 468 nm (Φ = 0.83), 498 nm (Φ = 0.80), 524 nm (Φ = 0.78) and 552 nm (Φ = 0.71), excited at 354 nm (Table S1†), when the number of AP sites were 2, 4, 6, 8, 10 and 14 in double-stranded DNA segments (20 bp), respectively. Their signal intensities decreased in sequence. In other words, d1-BMN exhibited a “multichannel” recognition signal for the different amounts of AP sites. During the abovementioned processes, the recognition signal changes can be observed in the solution by the naked eye (Fig. 2c). However, other BMN-Fluors, such as a2-BMN and d2-BMN, only exhibited a single signal change at one wavelength, that is, an OFF–ON single-
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channel signal for the AP site (Fig. S1 and Table S1†). Moreover, a1-BMN, b-BMN, c-BMN, and e-BMN displayed a ratio double-channel signal for the AP site (Fig. S1 and Table S1†). Nevertheless, all BMN-Fluors derivatives only showed the relevant types of fluorescence signal changes for AP sites in DNA, even when they encounter other biomacromolecules with aldehyde groups (e.g., 5-formyluracil or 8-OHG in DNA) and living cell substances in the testing system (Fig. S2†); BMN-Fluors derivatives cannot emit such ratio double-channel and multichannel recognition signal.

Specific recognition mechanism

To explain this series of OFF–ON single-channel, ratio double-channel to multichannel signal change phenomena and illustrate the critical design factors for a molecule possessing the high-fidelity signals simultaneously to ultrasensitively recognize the AP site, 1H NMR spectra, HPLC-HRMS, Gaussian 16 molecular docking and molecular dynamics simulations were used to characterize this recognition process. AP sites result from the cleavage of the N-glycosidic bonds, leading to removal of the bases and formation of 2′-deoxyribose residues in DNA. That is, (3R,4R)-4-hydroxy-3,5-dimethoxypentanal (HDM, Scheme S1†) is the residue group in DNA after the bases are removed.10,31 To verify the binding effect of d1-BMN and AP sites and to characterize the molecular structure change in d1-BMN during the recognition process of AP sites, HDM was selected as the small-fragment molecule to replace macromolecular DNA containing AP sites in the NMR titration of this work.

Gaussian 16 simulation (ESI-2.avi†) indicated that the molecular skeleton of the serial derivatives BMN-Fluors are constantly in rotation under unconstrained environments. In addition, their molecular excited-state energy is nearly lost by nonradiative transitions. This phenomenon resulted in an extremely low fluorescence (Fig. 2a, S1 and Table S1†) and is the basic reason for the OFF–ON single-channel signal.32,33

Fig. 3  (a) NMR titration between d1-BMN (3.0 mM) and HDM (3.0 mM) in D2O. Black line: d1-BMN; dark yellow line: HDM; red line: d1-BMN-NO. (b) NMR spectra monitoring the molecular structure changes during the recognition process in Fig. 1a and c. Red line: d1-BMN-NO; orange line: d1-BMN-ts; blue line: d1-BMN-CHO. (c) The inferred molecular structures of BMN-Fluors change during the recognition process.
Fig. 3a demonstrates the -ONH₂ group of d1-BMN initially reacted with the -CHO group of HDM when it encountered an AP site, forming the new intermediate product d1-BMN-NO through aldehyde-ammonia condensation reaction. On the basis of this kind of structural transformation, d1-BMN can be bound to a biomolecule possessing the -CHO groups, such as an AP site and 5-formyluracil. This binding partly limits the molecular rotation, which is the main reason that all BMN-Fluos derivatives, including d1-BMN, emit enhanced red fluorescence for the AP site and 5-formyluracil (Fig. S2d†). Furthermore, ¹H NMR
spectra (Fig. 3b) showed that d1-BMN-NO subsequently generates the peculiar structure changes only in a simulation environment similar to the AP-site cavity, but not to 5-formyluracil. First, the \( \text{–ph-CH}=\text{C(CN)}_{2} \) group of d1-BMN-NO reacts to generate a \( \text{–ph-CH(OH)}=\text{CH-CN} \) group and form another new intermediate product d1-BMN-ts (Fig. 3c). d1-BMN-ts generation is the key point that effectively accelerates the rate-limiting step of the entire recognition reaction, that is, the benzylidene malononitrile hydrolysis reaction.

Furthermore, the molecular docking (Fig. 4a) and the double-channel signal. In accordance with the strength of binding effect, the degree of molecular torsion, and the cavity size of AP sites, one molecule could sequentially self-regulate from one unstable state to form different stable-state conformations. The molecules in different stable-state conformations possessed different energy gaps (\( \Delta E \)) between their HOMO and LUMO orbits in the excited state. Thus, different types of signals were emitted.

Ultrasonic recognition of AP sites in DNA at the single-cell level

The AP site, as a specific site of DNA damage, can accelerate the progression of certain diseases, such as genetic diseases and cancers.\(^{1,8}\) An AP site that can be precisely monitored at the single-cell level is useful for studying related diseases at the molecular level.\(^ {24,35} \)

Given that they produce multichannel fluorescence signals, if combined with the single-cell gel electrophoresis assay (also known as comet assay), d1-BMN could potentially be used for the precise monitoring of AP sites at the single-cell level.\(^ {26,37} \)

To offer accurate evaluation data, we should initially study the biocompatibility of d1-BMN, including the single-channel signal area gradually decreased (Fig. 4e and f). The simulated fluorescence emission spectra (Fig. 4g) were consistent with those of Fig. 2a, that is, a multichannel signal. Furthermore, through the same method, the simulated fluorescence emission spectra of other aldehyde-group metabolites (i.e. a2-BMN-CHO, d2-BMN-CHO, a1-BMN-CHO, b-BMN-CHO, c-BMN-CHO, and e-BMN-CHO) were basically consistent with their experimental data (Fig. S4†).

A Gaussian 16 was used to calculate the ground and excited states of these different representative conformations collected by the molecular docking (Fig. 4a) and the molecular dynamics simulations (Fig. 4c and d). The energy gap (\( \Delta E \)) between HOMO and LUMO of d1-BMN-CHO in the excited state gradually decreased (Fig. 4e and f). In addition, no trailing phenomenon was observed when a DNA sequence has no AP site. When an AP site appeared in DNA sequence (NNK) to establish the AP site in a DNA sequence. In Fig. 5a, a circular fluorescence signal appeared in a nuclear matrix. In addition, no trailing phenomenon was observed when a DNA sequence has no AP site. When an AP site appeared in DNA sequence after NNK induction, the original circular red fluorescence area gradually diffused in one direction and displayed a tailing phenomenon resembling a comet tail (Fig. 5b and c). This event was mainly due to the decrease in DNA molecular weight with the increase in the amount of AP sites, thus
gradually diffusing to the positive pole. The signals were emitted at different wavelengths (e.g., 414 nm, 441 nm, 468 nm, 498 nm, 524 nm and 552 nm) from the nuclear matrix to comet tail. These wavelengths were given different pseudo colors (red-orange-yellow-green-blue). Such a trailing phenomenon worsened with the increase in AP sites (Fig. 5b and c). This multi-channel fluorescence signal phenomenon was directly proportional to the amount of AP sites in the DNA and the degree of DNA damage (Fig. 5d and Table S2†). The amount of AP sites can be quantified on the basis of the multichannel fluorescence integration of the tail/head. All the results are similar to those obtained from the control group, which was stained by ethidium bromide (EB, Fig. 5d and Table S2†). Cells with different degrees of damage could be promptly and precisely sorted by flow cytometry in accordance with the multichannel signal (Fig. 5e and S11†). Therefore, by using d1-BMN, we could accurately monitor the changes in AP sites in the DNA sequences at the single-cell level and evaluate the degree of DNA damage through this kind of multichannel fluorescence signal.

Conclusions

In summary, to realize the accurate recognition of AP sites at the single-cell level, we provided a rational strategy to design a series of molecular rotors, BMN-Fluors. The conformations of this series could sequentially self-regulate between the unstable and stable states. Fluorescence recognition signal was quenched in a free torsion state given the constant molecular and stable states. Fluorescence recognition signal was directly proportional to the amount of AP sites in the DNA and the degree of DNA damage (Fig. 5d and Table S2†). The amount of AP sites can be quantified on the basis of the multichannel fluorescence integration of the tail/head. All the results are similar to those obtained from the control group, which was stained by ethidium bromide (EB, Fig. 5d and Table S2†). Cells with different degrees of damage could be promptly and precisely sorted by flow cytometry in accordance with the multichannel signal (Fig. 5e and S11†). Therefore, by using d1-BMN, we could accurately monitor the changes in AP sites in the DNA sequences at the single-cell level and evaluate the degree of DNA damage through this kind of multichannel fluorescence signal.
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